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Abstract
A language is called a relatively regular language if its syntactic monoid has finite ideals. In this paper,
we show that there are close relationships between the relatively regular languages and some other classes
of languages such as (generalized) disjunctive languages, fd-domains and 2-codes. In particular, we prove
that every relatively regular 2-code is thin. Thus, the well known result of Bestel and Perrin in 1985 becomes
an easy corollary of our result.
c© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let A be a nonempty finite set of letters called an alphabet and let A∗ be the free monoid
generated by A. The elements and subsets of A∗ are called words and languages over A
respectively. Let A+ = A∗ \ {1} where 1 is the empty word. Denote the length of a word w
by lg(w) which is the number of letters of A occurring in the word w. The concatenation of two
languages L1 and L2 is the language L1L2 = {xy | x ∈ L1, y ∈ L2}.
For any set S, we use |S| to denote the cardinality of S and use Lc to denote the complement
S \ L of L ⊆ S. Let N (N0) be the set of all positive (nonnegative) integers. For any subset L of
a semigroup S, we let L1 = L , Ln+1 = LLn and L(n) = {wn | w ∈ L}, for all n ∈ N.
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A word w ∈ A+ is said to be primitive if w = un for some u ∈ A∗ and n ∈ N implies
u = w. The set of all primitive words over A is denoted by Q(A) or simply denoted by Q if no
ambiguity arises.
For a language L over A, the congruence PL defined by
PL = {(x, y) ∈ A∗ × A∗ | for all u, v ∈ A∗, uxv ∈ L if and only if uyv ∈ L}
is called the syntactic congruence of L . The natural homomorphism ϕL = ρ\L is called the
syntactic homomorphism of L . The quotient monoid A∗/PL is called the syntactic monoid of L
and denoted by Syn(L). For any word u, we often use [u]L to denote the PL -class containing u.
Let L be a language over A. Then, according to Shyr (Guo, Shyr and Thierrin), L is said to
be a disjunctive language [10] ( f -disjunctive language [4]) if each PL -class contains exactly
one element (finite number of elements). Clearly, any disjunctive language is f -disjunctive. We
denote the class of all disjunctive ( f -disjunctive) languages by D (D f ). A language L over A is
said to be dense if A∗wA∗ ∩ L 6= ∅ for any w ∈ A∗; otherwise, L is said to be thin. We remark
that a language L over A is dense if and only if L intersects with all ideals of A∗. If L is thin in
A∗, then W(L) = {w ∈ A∗ | A∗wA∗ ∩ L = ∅} is nonempty. In this case, W(L) is an ideal as
well as a PL -class of A∗.
Definition 1.1 ([5]). A language L over A is said to be a relatively f -disjunctive (relatively
disjunctive) language if there exists a dense language D such that for all u ∈ A∗, |[u]L ∩D| < ∞
(|[u]L ∩ D| ≤ 1).
We also use the abbreviation rf -disjunctivity (r-disjunctivity) for the relatively f -disjunctive
(relatively disjunctive) language and denote the family of all such languages by Dr f (Dr ).
Clearly, every f -disjunctive language is rf -disjunctive. However, the converse is not
necessarily true, which has been shown in [5]. Any rf -disjunctive language is dense. Further
characterizations of rf -disjunctive languages were given by Guo, Reis and Thierrin in [5]; for
example, they gave the following interesting result:
Theorem 1.2 ([5]). Let L be a language over A. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(1) L ∈ Dr f ;
(2) Syn(L) contains no finite ideals;
(3) L ∈ Dr .
All the languages mentioned above can be regarded as some kinds of generalized disjunctive
languages. There are also some other generalizations. The properties of the class of disjunctive
languages and its generalizations can be found in [3–5,9–12,14]. The reader is also referred to [1,
6,7,14] for information and notation not given in this paper.
Definition 1.3. A language L over A is called relatively regular (r-regular for short) if there is
an ideal of A∗ intersecting with only finite numbers of PL -classes.
The following result follows immediately from the definition.
Corollary 1.4. A language L is relatively regular if and only if Syn(L) has a finite ideal. That
is to say L is relatively regular if and only if it is not rf -disjunctive.
Proof. The proof is immediate. 
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We now let R and Rr be the class of all regular languages and the class of all relatively regular
languages, respectively.
If C is a class of language, A is an alphabet, then we use C(A) to represent C ∩ 2A∗ .
Remark 1.5. It is clear that any regular language is relatively regular. We remark here that
(1) Any thin language is in Rr .
(2) If |A| = 1, then D(A) = D f (A) = Dr f (A) and R(A) = Rr (A), since in this case, every
language is either disjunctive or regular (see [14]).
(3) If |A| ≥ 2, then D(A) ( D f (A) ( Dr f (A) [4,5]. It is obvious that Rr (A) is much larger
than R(A) because there exist many thin languages which are not regular.
2. Operations on relatively regular languages
We now study some operations such as union, intersection, complementation, concatenation,
concatenation closure, homomorphism and inverse homomorphism on the family of relatively
regular languages Rr .
Lemma 2.1. Let S, T be two semigroups both having finite ideals. Then any subdirect product
of S and T has a finite ideal.
Proof. Let R be a subdirect product of the semigroups S and T . Also, we let I and J be finite
ideals of S and T respectively. Then for any x ∈ I , y ∈ J , there are x ′ ∈ S, y′ ∈ T such
that (x, y′), (x ′, y) ∈ R. Thus, (xx ′, y′y) = (x, y′)(x ′, y) ∈ (I × J ) ∩ R. This shows that
K = (I × J ) ∩ R is not empty. It is now routine to check that K is a finite ideal of R. 
The following lemma is easy to see.
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a semigroup having finite ideals. If ϕ is a homomorphism from S onto
another semigroup T , then T has a finite ideal.
Proof. Immediate. 
Theorem 2.3. Rr is closed under all Boolean operations of union, intersection and
complementation.
Proof. Clearly, Rr is closed under complementation since any language has the same syntactic
monoid as its complement.
Let X, Y be two relatively regular languages over A. It is easy to show that PX∪Y ⊇ PX ∩ PY .
Thus Syn(X ∪ Y ) is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of a subdirect product of Syn(X) and
Syn(Y ). Since Syn(X) and Syn(Y ) has finite ideals by Corollary 1.4, we have, by the above
lemmas, that Syn(X ∪ Y ) has finite ideals. Thus X ∪ Y is relatively regular.
Since Rr is closed under the set union and complementation, it is also closed under set
intersection. 
Although the class of all regular languages is closed under concatenation, the operation “+”,
homomorphism and inverse homomorphism, we still have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4. Rr is not closed under operations of concatenation, “+”, homomorphism and
inverse homomorphism for the case |A| ≥ 2.
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Proof. (1) Let A = {a, b}, X = {a2n | n = 0, 1, . . .}b and Y = A∗. Then X ∈ Rr since X is thin
and because Y is regular, Y is also contained in Rr . We now proceed to show that Z = XY 6∈ Rr .
Let Cn = anbA∗, n ∈ N0. Then it is easy to show that each Cn is a dense PZ -class. Therefore,
there exist infinitely many dense PZ -classes. Since every ideal of A∗ intersects with all dense
languages over A, we see that every ideal of A∗ intersects with infinitely many PZ -classes. Thus,
by the definition of relative regularity, Z is not relatively regular. This means thatRr is not closed
under concatenation.
(2) Let L = Z \ Z2. Then Z = L+. Clearly, we can see that A∗(abc)2A∗ ∩ L = ∅, and so
L is thin, and thereby L ∈ Rr . Since we have shown that L+ = Z 6∈ Rr above, Rr is not closed
under “+”.
(3) Let A = {a, b}, B = {a} be two alphabets and ϕ a homomorphism from A∗ to B∗ which
maps a and b to a. Let L1 = {a2n | n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊆ A∗. Then, it is clear that L1 is thin in A∗ and
hence L1 is relatively regular in A∗. However, ϕ(L1) is disjunctive in B∗. Thus, by Remark 1.5,
ϕ(L1) is not relatively regular in B∗.
(4) Let A = {a} and B = {a, b}. Suppose that ϕ is a homomorphism from A∗ to B∗ which
maps a to a and L2 = {a2n | n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊆ B∗. Then we can similarly show that L2 is
relatively regular in B∗ but ϕ−1(L2) is not relatively regular in A∗. 
3. Other languages related to relative regularity
We first state a result which is a consequence of Theorem 2.3:
Theorem 3.1. (1) Let L be an rf -disjunctive language. If R ⊆ L is a relatively regular
language, then L \ R is rf -disjunctive.
(2) Let L be an rf -disjunctive language and R a relatively regular language such that R∩L = ∅.
Then L ∪ R is rf -disjunctive.
Therefore, if we partition an rf -disjunctive language L into two languages L1 and L2, then
at least one of L1 and L2 is rf -disjunctive. It can be easily observed that the class of disjunctive
languages has no similar property. In fact, a disjunctive language L can be partitioned into two
parts L1 and L2 such that neither of them is disjunctive (see [13]). However we have the following
result:
Theorem 3.2. (1) Let L be a disjunctive language. If R ⊆ L is a relatively regular language,
then L \ R is disjunctive.
(2) Let L be a disjunctive language and R a relatively regular language such that R ∩ L = ∅.
Then L ∪ R is disjunctive.
In proving the above theorem, we need the following useful property of relatively regular
languages.
Lemma 3.3. Let L be a relatively regular language. Then there exist a word w ∈ A∗ and an
n ∈ N such that (wA∗w)(n) is contained in a PL -class.
Proof. By Corollary 1.4, S = Syn(L) has finite ideals. Hence the minimal ideal I of S exists
and is finite. Now I , being a finite simple semigroup, must be completely simple.
Let H be anH -class of I . Then by the structure of completely simple semigroups, we have
HIH ⊆ H , and thereby we deduce that
HSH = HHSH ⊆ H(I S)H ⊆ HIH ⊆ H.
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Let ϕ be the syntactic homomorphism of L and X = ϕ−1(H). Let e be the identity of H and
n = |H |. Since H is a group, we have H (n) = {e}. Thus, we have
ϕ((XA∗X)(n)) = (ϕ(X)ϕ(A∗)ϕ(X))(n) = (HSH)(n) ⊆ H (n) = {e}.
This shows that (XA∗X)(n) is contained in a PL -class. Thus for any w ∈ X , (wA∗w)(n) is
contained in a PL -class. 
We now return to proving Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We only prove (1) because (2) is a direct consequence of (1). Suppose
that L \ R is not disjunctive. Then there exist x, y ∈ A∗ with x 6= y such that x ≡ y(PL\R).
Since R is relatively regular, by Lemma 3.3, there exist a w ∈ A∗ and an n ∈ N such that
(wA∗w)(n) is contained in a PR-class. Hence (wxw)n ≡ (wyw)n(PR). Since x ≡ y(PL\R), we
have (wxw)n ≡ (wyw)n(PL\R).
Notice that (wxw)n 6= (wyw)n since x 6= y. So by the disjunctivity of L , we see that
(wxw)n 6≡ (wyw)n(PL). Thus there exist u, v ∈ A∗ such that u(wxw)nv ∈ L and u(wyw)nv 6∈
L or vice versa. Suppose without loss of generality that u(wxw)nv ∈ L but u(wyw)nv 6∈ L .
Then we have u(wyw)nv 6∈ R. This implies u(wxw)nv 6∈ R since (wxw)n ≡ (wyw)n(PR).
Thus u(wxw)nv ∈ L \ R but u(wyw)nv 6∈ L \ R, which implies that (wxw)n 6≡ (wyw)n(PL\R),
a contradiction. 
We can easily observe that the above theorem is a common generalization of some results
given in [10,13,14].
Corollary 3.4 ([10,13,14]).
(1) Let L be a disjunctive language. If R ⊆ L is regular or thin, then L \ R is disjunctive.
(2) Let L be a disjunctive language and R be a regular or thin language such that R ∩ L = ∅.
Then L ∪ R is disjunctive.
We have a similar theorem for f -disjunctive languages which generalizes the corresponding
result obtained by Guo, Shyr and Thierrin in [4].
Theorem 3.5. (1) Let L be an f -disjunctive language. If R ⊆ L is relatively regular, then L \ R
is f -disjunctive.
(2) Let L be an f -disjunctive language and R a relatively regular language such that R∩L = ∅.
Then L ∪ R is f -disjunctive.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
A language D over A is said to be an fd-domain if the following implication is valid: For all
languages L over A, |[u]L ∩ D| < ∞ for all u ∈ A∗ implies L is f -disjunctive. We now use Dfd
to denote the class of all fd-domains.
It is known that fd-domains are closely related to rf -disjunctivity. Now we give a new relation
between the two classes of languages. First we cite the following lemmas related to fd-domains
from [5].
Lemma 3.6 ([5]). Every dense regular language is an fd-domain.
Lemma 3.7 ([5]). Let D be an fd-domain, L a language and F a finite language. Then D ∪ L,
DL, LD, D∗, D(n) and D \ F are all fd-domains.
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We now formulate the following theorem:
Theorem 3.8. Every dense relatively regular language is an fd-domain.
Proof. Let L be a dense relatively regular language over A. Then by Lemma 3.3, there exist
a w ∈ A∗ and an n ∈ N such that (wA∗w)(n) is contained in a PL -class. Since L is a dense
language over A, there exist u, v ∈ A∗ such that u(wA∗w)(n)v ⊆ L . Notice thatwA∗w is a dense
regular language and hence it is an fd-domain by Lemma 3.6. Therefore, D is an fd-domain by
Lemma 3.7. 
We note here that Shyr and Yu in 1998 proposed the following open question on dense regular
languages: “Does every dense regular language contain non-primitive words?” (see [13]). This
question has recently been positively answered by Liu in 2001 [8]. We now further extend his
result to the following general form:
Theorem 3.9. Every dense relatively regular language contains some non-primitive words.
Proof. Let L be a dense relatively regular language over A. Then by Lemma 3.3, there exist a
w ∈ A∗ and an n ∈ N such that (wA∗w)(n) is contained in a PL -class. Thus w(wA∗w)(n)w is
contained in a PL -class. Since L is dense, there exist u, v ∈ A+ such that uw(wA∗w)(n)wv ⊆ L .
Hence (uwwv)n+1 = uw(wvuw)nwv ∈ uw(wA∗w)(n)wv ⊆ L and (uwwv)n+1 is non-
primitive. 
In closing this paper, we describe the relation between the relative regular language and codes.
Let L be a nonempty language contained in A+. We call L a code over A if for any xi , y j ∈ L ,
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, x1x2 · · · xm = y1y2 · · · yn implies that m = n and xi = yi ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We call L a 2-code [2] if every two-element subset of L is a code. Clearly, every
code is a 2-code but the converse is not necessarily true. Notice that a two-element language
L = {x, y} is a code if and only if xy 6= yx . In other words, L = {x, y} is a code if and only if
x and y are not the powers of a common word (see [14] for details). Then we immediately have
the following characterization for 2-codes.
Lemma 3.10. Let L be a nonempty language over A. Then L is a 2-code if and only if for every
x ∈ A+, |x+ ∩ L| ≤ 1.
By the above lemma, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Every relatively regular 2-code is thin.
Proof. Let L be a dense relatively regular language over A. Then, like with the proof of
Theorem 3.9, we can show that there exist a w ∈ A∗, an n ∈ N and u, v ∈ A+ such that
uw(wA∗w)(n)wv ⊆ L . Hence (uwwv)kn+1 = uw((wvuw)k)nwv ∈ uw(wA∗w)(n)wv ⊆ L
for all k ∈ N. Thus (uwwv)+ ∩ L contains more than one word. Now, by Lemma 3.10, we
see immediately that L is not a 2-code. Thus, every relatively regular 2-code must be thin. This
completed the proof. 
The well known result of Bestel and Perrin in [1] now follows as an easy corollary of
Theorem 3.11.
Corollary 3.12 ([1]). Every regular code is thin.
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Remark 3.13. For codes, we often consider the following hierarchy: finite codes, regular codes
and thin codes. Let FC, RC and TC be the classes of finite codes, regular codes and thin codes
respectively. Then it is known that FC ( RC ( TC (see [1] for details). Finite codes are defined
by the finiteness of their cardinality and the regular codes are defined by the finiteness of their
syntactic monoids. Both have some finiteness, while it is not natural from finite codes and regular
codes to thin codes. From the above corollary, we see that “thin codes” are just “relatively regular
codes”, and hence the thin codes also have some finiteness:
(1) X is a finite code: |X | < ∞;
(2) X is a regular code: |Syn(X)| < ∞, or the trivial ideal Syn(X) itself of syntactic monoid
Syn(X) is finite;
(3) X is a thin code: the syntactic monoid Syn(X) has a finite ideal.
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